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FOREWORD
This is one of a series of Engineering Monographs

published by the British Broadcasting Corporation.

About six are produced every year, each dealing

with a technical subject within the field of television and

sound broadcasting. Each Monograph describes work

that has been done by the Engineering Division of the

BBC and includes, where appropriate, a survey of earlier

work on the same subject. From time to time the series

may include selected reprints of articles by BBC authors

that have appeared in technical journals. Papers dealing

with general engineering developments in broadcasting

may also be included occasionally.

This series should be of interest and value to engineers

engaged in the fields of broadcasting and of telecom-

munications generally.

Individual copies cost 5s. post free, while the annual

subscription is £1 post free. Orders can be placed with

newsagents and booksellers, or BBC publications, 35

MAHYLEBONE H[GH STREET, LONDON, W.l.
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A REVIEW OF TELEVISION STANDARDS CONVERSION

SUMMARY

In this monograph the basic functions of a standards converter are considered and the essential processes are discussed

in some detail. It is shown that those problems encountered when conversion involves a change in the number of lines

per field are essentially similar to those posed by a change in the number of fields per second.

The established methods of standards conversion are surveyed in the light of these arguments. Almost all present-day

converters rely on the 'image-transfer' method; the fundamentals of this process are described, and various techniques

used for conversion involving a change of field frequency are discussed. Some limitations of present-day image-transfer

converters are outlined, and possible improvements are considered.

Recently, other approaches to the problem of standards conversion have been investigated. An outline of these

mentions the application of magnetic recording and the use of lumped networks as storage devices.

The design of future standards converters will naturally be dependent upon requirements. Mention is made of their

present-day use in the Eurovision network and, in conjunction with video-tape recording and communication satellites,

to facilitate programme exchanges between Europe and North America. The concluding discussion deals with the role

of standards conversion in the future development of television networks; consideration is given to problems posed by
dual-standard operation and the exchange of colour programmes with North America.

1. Introduction

Television standards conversion has been posed as an

engineering problem ever since different television stand-

ards were adopted in various parts of the world and, to

date, research and development have led to practical Forms

ofconverter which, in turn, have been used for programme
exchanges between many countries. Most of the converters

have employed the 'image-transfer' process in which the

input signal is used to create, in the form of the original

picture, a pattern of electrical charges upon a suitable

storage surface, the charge pattern then being rescanned

to form the converted output signal. In some possible

future applications of standards conversion it may not be

permissible to tolerate the degree of picture impairment

often suffered at present and in this review it is intended

to examine the fundamental requirements of the conver-

sion process, to illustrate how these requirements have

been met in some of the current and proposed forms of

converter, and to indicate some directions in which im-

provements in performance may be obtained.

2. Fundamental Considerations

2. 1 The Basic Processes

The basic problem of standards conversion consists of
taking electrical signals representing the scanning of a

scene according to one pattern (or raster) and converting

them to other signals representing the same scene scanned
according to a different pattern.

The problem may be described in terms of changing the

form of the spectrum of the signal. Classical scanning

theory1 has shown that the spectrum of the signal corre-

sponding to a certain still picture consists of the sum of a

very large number of similar elementary spectra each de-

scribing the sampling, at line-scanning frequency, of

brightness variations along a narrow vertical strip of the

picture. The form of one elementary spectrum, for line-

and field-scanning frequencies fH and fv respectively, is

shown in Fig. 1(a); for the sake of simplicity, it has been

assumed that the scanning corresponds to a sequential

rather than to an interlaced raster.

In terms of any one narrow strip taken in the field direc-

tion of the still picture, changing the number of lines per

field involves two fundamental processes. In the first, all

traces of the input line frequency are removed from the

elementary spectrum by filtering out the higher-frequency

components having frequencies exceeding fH/2 and, in the
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Fig. 1 — Elementary spectra corresponding to one narrow

vertical strip ofa still picture scanned:

(a) At a line frequency fH and a field frequency f „
(b) At a line frequency f^ and a field frequency fT
(c) At a line frequency fn and a field frequency fir



second, ihe resulting low-frequency or baseband compo-
nents (representing vertical detail) are applied to an ele-

mentary spectrum representing sampling at the output line

frequency; they form sideband groups around each com-
ponent of the sampling spectrum. Fig. 1(b) shows the

spectrum corresponding to the same narrow vertical strip

of picture when the field frequency is maintained at fT but

the line frequency is raised to f^. Changing the field fre-

quency, without changing the line frequency, consists of

multiplying the frequencies of the low-frequency compo-
nents remaining after the removal of input line frequency,

its harmonics, and their sidebands (i.e. the baseband fre-

quencies) by the ratio of the output field frequency to the

input field frequency and then re-applying these modified

baseband components to an elementary spectrum repre-

senting sampling at line frequency. Fig. 1(c) shows the

spectrum resulting from changing the field frequency to fv

whilst maintaining the line frequency at f
ff .

It will be appreciated that the processes of changing the

li ne and field frequencies show essential similarities. In the

first process the array of fine-frequency harmonics is 're-

scaled' in terms of the new line frequency. In the second,

the set of sidebands associated with each of the harmonics

of line frequency (including those of zero and first order)

is re-scaled in terms of the required field frequency.

The spectrum of the complete output signal represent-

ing the whole picture consists of the resultant of a large

number of similar elementary spectra, each derived by the

above-mentioned processes.

The fundamental processes must, in general, be carried

out in any form of standards converter. However, in order

to outline their operation in more detail, each will be dis-

cussed in terms of its contribution to the operation of the

well-known image-transfer converter consisting of a suit-

able combination of a cathode-ray tube (c.r.t.) and a

camera tube. Most of the arguments used would also apply

to an image-transfer converter employing a picture-storage

tube.

2. 2 Changing the Number ofLines per Field

The form of the input spectrum shown in Fig. 1(a) indi-

cates that in order to achieve the required result, the signal

must, in effect, be passed through a filter having a suitable

response as a function of vertical spatial frequency.2 In the

image-transfer converter the required filtering action is

obtained by line broadening; this consists of applying spot

wobble to the display, thus suppressing the input line struc-

ture. Fig. 2 shows various normalized line profiles, and
Fig. 3 shows the corresponding normaliied responses as

functions of vertical spatial frequency. The c.r.t. scanning

spot has, in all cases, been assumed to be infinitely small

and horizontal motion has been neglected. For a spot of

finite vertical aperture the effective apertures obtained

would be the result of convolving those shown in Fig. 2

with the aperture of the spot, and the responses shown in

Fig. 3 would be modified by multiplying them by the trans-

forms of the spot apertures.

From Fig. 3 it will be seen that the commonly used

sinusoidal form of spot wobble, indicated as (a), provides
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(c) Line profile not realizable by spot wobble

Fig. 2

a response as a function of vertical spatial frequency which,

while eliminating the input line-scan frequency, is not en-

tirely free from its harmonics. Further, the shape of the

response below half the frequency of the input line scan

indicates that the relative amplitudes of the wanted zero-

order or baseband sidebands are modified.

In the case of triangular spot wobble, indicated as (b),

the input line-scan frequency and all its harmonics are
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fig. 3 — Responses asfunctions of vertical spatialfrequency corresponding to the line profiles

shown in Fig. 2

eliminated; the outer zero-order sidebands, however,
suffer very slightly more attenuation than in the case of
sinusoidal spot wobble.

The form of response, as a function of vertical spatial

frequency, indicated as (c), shows ideal properties in elimi-

nating all components above half the frequency of the

input line scan and passing all components below this fre-

quency without attenuation. Although this response is not
exactly realizable, a method has been devised in which an
approximation to it may be used in a standards converter;

this will be discussed later.
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Fig. 4 — The result offailing to remove the input line-scan

structure

The result of failing to remove the input line-scan struc-

ture is illustrated in Fig. 4. An elementary spectrum of the

input is shown as spectrum (a); for convenience, compo-
nents representing variations in brightness along the ver-

tical strip of picture have been omitted. The incomplete

removal of input line-scan structure is shown in spectrum
(b) where the component of input line-scan frequency, fH ,

is not zero. Spectrum (c) shows the result of reforming an

elementary spectrum according to the required new line

structure having a fundamental frequency, fH ; this is equi-

valent to convolving (b) with an elementary spectrum that

represents the scanning, according to the output line-scan

standard, of a vertical strip of picture of constant bright-

ness. Spectrum (c) contains unwanted components at

(fWh) 5
(2f^-fB), fH , (3fA-fn), etc. ; the spectrum is thus

identical with that produced by scanning a pattern, corre-

sponding to a frequency (fn-fn), at a line frequency f^.

This is the well-known 'line-beating' effect that is experi-

enced in image-transfer conversion when employing an

incorrect amplitude of spot wobble.

An effect that may occur when reducing the number of

lines per field is shown in Fig. 5. If an input elementary

spectrum (a) shows components of vertical detail extend-

ing beyond half the reduced line-scan frequency f^/2 (as-

suming no change of field frequency), filtering out the

components from d.c. to fH/2, using the characteristic (b),

results in a set of zero-order sidebands, as shown in (c),

which, when modulated upon the spectrum of the required

output line-scan, having a fundamental frequency f^, pro-

duce the overlapping of sidebands extending outwards
from each output line-scan spectrum component, includ-

ing d.c, as shown in (d). In order to show the overlap more
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Fig. 5 — TAe effect offine vertical detail in the input picture

clearly, the eavelope of each set of sidebands is indicated

by dotted lines. Such overlap of the sidebands produces

moire patterns in areas where the vertical detail of the

input picture is finer than that which the output line-scan

structure can carry. Tn such circumstances it would appear

preferable to use a filter characteristic cutting off at fa/2;

for the same input spectrum (a) the output spectrum (e)

would result and no overlapping of sideband components
could occur. Such an input filter would be very difficult to

achieve in practice; however, provided that the filter has a

small enougli response, as a function of vertical spatial fre-

quency, at the input line-scan frequency fH , the output line

frequency fn, and all harmonics of these frequencies, no
serious moire patterns are likely to result.*

2.2.1 Interlacing

The foregoing discussion concerning the properties of

line structure has, as stated previously, assu med sequen tial

scanning. However, interlacing is a usual feature of scan-

ning in television and, in terms of the arguments used, may
be regarded as a process in which each vertical array of

points sampling the original scene (separated by the spac-

ing of adjacent lines of the same field) is shifted alternately

up and down by half this spacing at the end of each field.

Such shifting of the sampling array results in modifica-

tions to each elementary spectrum. However, present

forms of standards converter operate on a field-by-field

* This was pointed out by G. D. Monteath.

basis; in the image-transfer converter, this results from
the fact that the camera-tube scanning beam substantially

discharges the whole target area during each output field.

As a result, effects such as line beating etc. produce un-

wanted patterns on both the even and odd fields of the

displayed output picture. When the output picture is dis-

played, these unwanted patterns may flicker at picture

frequency or may appear fixed ; their appearance is deter-

mined by the relationship between the two line-scanning

standards. 2

2.3 Changing the Number of Fields per Second

It has already been pointed out that the process of

changing the field frequency consists of 're-scaling' those

components of the input spectrum that accompany the

d.c. or baseband component and appear as sidebands asso-

ciated with every line-scan harmonic. The d.c. and low-

frequency components of a typical spectrum are shown in

Fig. 6(a). This limited spectrum is itself derived from a

large number of other spectra each of which describes the

brightness of a certain point in the picture when sampled

once every field (ignoring interlacing). Thus in Fig. 6(b)

2|
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Fig. 6 — Diagrams illustrating a change in the number of
fields per second



the point P is sampled once per input field, the field fre-

quency being fF and the field period Tv (=l/fv); the dia-

gram shows fields I t to I4 inclusive. The corresponding

spectrum is shown in Fig. 6(c); any sidebands accompany-
ing the d.c. component and field-frequency harmonics are

the result of brightness variations of P as a function of

time. Fig. 6(d) shows the sampling of the point P once

during each of the output fields O^ 2 , and Oa ; the field

frequency is f?. For the purposes of illustration it has been

assumed that the ratio of fvto fv is 3 to 4; hence the period

occupied by four input fields equals the period occupied

by three output fields.

It will be apparent that the problem of changing field

frequency is, in essence, one of changing spectra and that

there is a considerable degree of similarity between this

problem and that of changing the number oflines per field,

using the concept of the elementary spectrum. Thus, by

analogy, the process outlined in Fig. 7 suggests itself. The
brightness of the point P, in Fig. 6(b), is indicated as a row
of samples at input field-period intervals Tv , as shown in

Fig. 7(a); the corresponding spectrum is shown in Fig.

7(b). The first part of the process consists of 'filtering' the

samples and may be defined as forming, from each sample,

a pulse of duration Tv whose magnitude is determined by

that of the sample, such a pulse is shown in Fig. 7(c). The
spectrum corresponding to the pulse is shown in Fig. 7(d).

The result of this first operation is shown, as a time func-

tion, in Fig. 7(e); the associated spectrum, Fig. 7(f), shows

that all traces of the input field frequency have been sub-

stantially removed. The process is completed by resampl-

ing the time function of Fig. 7(e) at output field-frequency

intervals Tv, as shown in Fig. 7(g); the corresponding

Fig. 8 — The process of changing field frequency using

image-transfer conversion

TIME FUNCTIONS
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Tv

(c)

(e)

o
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2TV

Time functions and spectra describing a methodfor
changing the number offields per second

spectrum shown in Fig. 7(h) has the required form. This

process is, in essence, carried out in field-frequency con-

verters employing helical tape recorders; these converters

will be briefly described later.

In the image-transfer converter, however, the process of

changing the field frequency is somewhat different, since

charge accumulates continuously on the storage surface of

the camera tube throughout each output field period. At

any fixed point on the storage surface this may be regarded

as a process of integration that commences immediately

after the point has been discharged by the camera-tube or

storage-tube scanning beam and continues until the same

point is scanned again. The effect of integration is shown

in Fig. 8, which illustrates the process and indicates some

problems associated with changing the field frequency by

means of an image-transfer converter; for convenience it

has been assumed that the brightness of the picture point,

in the original scene, is constant. As before, the ratio of

the output and input field frequencies is 3 to 4. Fig. 8(a)

shows a series of samples, taken every input field period,

of the brightness of a certain picture point as displayed by

a converter c.r.t. having negligible 'afterglow'. Fig. 8(b)

shows the consequent formation of charge at the storage

surface of the camera tube; each brightness sample results

in a certain charge that remains until discharged by the
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Fig. 9 Timefunctions and spectra outlining a change offieldfrequency
using image-transfer conversion

scanning beam. It will be seen that two out of four equal

input samples result in equal charges that are, in turn, dis-

charged to give two equal output samples. However, two
of the input samples occur between successive output
samples and result in charges that add to give a third out-

put sample of double magnitude.

The effect ofan afterglow that is constant for one input

field period and then ceases is illustrated in Figs. 8(c) and
8(d). Here the equal input samples result in a constant

excitation of the storage surface. Equal charges accumu-
late linearly during each output field and discharge gives

rise to equal output samples. So far this form of afterglow

has proved unrealizable in terms of the c.r.t./camera-tube

combination. However, a suitable storage tube might be

developed in which the stored charge pattern is erased

when writing in new information and, in addition, is un-

affected by the reading beam.
At present the problem of field-frequency change in

image-transfer conversion is dealt with by using a conven-

tional form of phosphor afterglow extending over a sub-

stantial fraction of the input field period; the greater the

difference between the input and output field periods, the

greater the phosphor afterglow required. 3 Figs. 8(e) and

8(f) illustrate the use of input samples with conventional

10



afterglow and the build-up of charges during each output

field which, in turn, results in output samples having un-

equal amplitudes. Such amplitude modulation of the out-

put samples (or 'flicker' modulation) occurring at a fre-

quency equal to the difference between the input and out-

put field frequencies, must be dealt with by other means.

A more detailed oudine* of the process of changing field

frequency by means ofan image-transfer converter is illus-

trated in Fig. 9. The time functions represent signals de-

scribing the brightness of one picture point; it has been

assumed, for convenience, that a still picture is being tele-

vised. Fig. 9(a) represents the input to the display c.r.t.

and shows repeated impulses spaced by the input field

period Tv ; Fig. 9(b) shows the corresponding spectrum,

which consists of repeated spectral lines, in this case

spaced by fv . The brightness of the c.r.t. phosphor as a

function of time for impulsive excitation is shown in Fig.

9(c). Convolving this function with that shown in Fig. 9(a)

results in the brightness of the displayed picture point

shown in Fig. 9(e); multiplication of the spectra in Figs.

9(b) and 9(d) gives the corresponding spectrum, Fig. 9(f)-

Fig. 9(g) represents the storage characteristic of an ideal

camera tube. It describes circumstances where charge, due

to an impulse of light, is deposited on the target of the

tube at the time t equal to zero, and is completely remov-

ed after one output field period; Fig. 9(h) describes the

corresponding spectrum.

Multiplying the spectra of Figs. 9(f) and 9(h) [which is

equivalent to convolving the function shown in Fig. 9(e)

with that shown in Fig. 9(g) to obtain that shown in Fig.

9(i)] results in the spectrum of Fig. 9(j). The time function,

Fig. 9(i), that corresponds with Fig. 9(j) must now be

sampled, at the output field rate f
'

v , by a train of impulses,

Fig. 9(k); this is equivalent to convolving the spectrum of

Fig. 9(j) with the spectrum representing the train of im-

pulses, Fig. 9(1) (spectral lines spaced by fy). The re-

sulting spectrum, Fig. 9(n), shows beat-frequency com-
ponents that represent the flicker modulation referred to

earlier. The corresponding time function, Fig. 9(m), shows

the familiar amplitude-modulated samples occurring at

output field rate. Using the method outlined above, the

envelope of the flicker modulation may be computed by
varying the relative timing of the display and camera

scans (i.e. by varying t, Fig. 9(a)).

The process and some problems of field-frequency

change have been outlined in terms of a field-frequency

reduction. In the case of a field-frequency increase the

absence of afterglow, as in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), results in

one output sample per 'beat cycle' having zero amplitude.

As before, rectangular afterglow provides uniform output

samples, and conventional afterglow gives rise to output

samples that are again flicker-modulated at beat frequency.

It is, perhaps, of interest to note that the problem of

flicker modulation in conversion involving a change of

field frequency is somewhat analogous to the problem of

line beating when changing the number of lines per field;

both arise as a result of failing to remove all traces of the

input repetition-frequency from the output.

* Based on unpublished work by G. D. Monteath.
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Fig. 10(a)— Distortion ofthe portrayal ofa moving picture

point (rectangular afterglow)
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Fig. 10(A)— Distortion of the portrayal ofa movingpicture

point (conventional afterglow)

Conversion involving a change of field frequency may
also introduce distortion of the portrayal of movement.

Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) illustrate the movement distortion

introduced by a field-frequency reduction in the ratio of

5 to 4. Fig. 10(a) refers to conversion of the form referred

to in Figs. 7, 8(c), and 8(d) ; and applies to converters based
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upon helical tape recorders. It will be seen that the appar-

ent movement of a point, say across the picture, is discon-

tinuous owing to the fact that, in one beat cycLe, only four

out of every Ave equally-spaced original point positions

are reproduced; the beat cycle terminates with a jump to

the correct position at the beginning of the next beat cycle.

Fig. 10(b) illustrates the movement distortion resulting

from conversion involving a change of field frequency in

which the conventional form of phosphor afterglow is

employed. Each apparent position of the point is the re-

sultant of several displayed points having different bright-

ness. This is due to the presence of weak images derived

from previous input fields, and results in some blurring of

the moving point which masks, to some extent, the dis-

continuity of movement.
Such movement distortion is analogous to the distor-

tion of vertical detail which may be introduced when con-

verting to a lower number of lines per field (without

changing field frequency) when a camera beam having a

very small diameter is used. The camera scan then com-
pletely misses certain sections of input scanning lines and
the portrayal ofvertical detail is distorted ; in the converted

picture the distortion appears as discontinuities in sloping

edges.

3. Present-day Standards Converters

There are between fifteen and twenty operational stand-

ards conversion installations 4
'
5

'
8 ''' 8 -

9
in the world now.

Most of these are in Europe and their greatest use is in

Eurovision programme exchanges. The use of standards

converters is essential to the Eurovision network, in which

three different line-scanning standards are employed. The
field frequencies of the European television systems and
the frequencies of the national electricity supplies are all

nominally 50 c/s, and in the majority of cases, each tele-

vision system is operated with the field frequency identical

to that of the local mains. Hour-to-hour differences in

national power-supply frequencies, however, make it de-

sirable that Eurovision converters handle field-frequency

differences of up to 0- 5 c/s. For this reason almost all the

converters employ c.r.t.s with phosphor-afterglow decay

time-constants of 5 to 10 msec. Such decay periods ensure

that converted signals are substantially free of amplitude

variations when small field-frequency differences evist.

Almost all the established types of camera tube are, or

have been, used in the converters, including vidicons,

image iconoscopes, image orthicons, and C.P.S. Emitrons.

In some of these camera tubes the output signal current

shares a common path with the photo-current, resulting

in the addition of unconverted video signal to the output.

This is a further reason for using phosphors with decay

time-constants of several milliseconds. 5

In recent years the exchange of topical television ma-
terial between Europe and North America has been

speeded up by the use of magnetic recordings carried by

jet aircraft, together with mobile video-tape machines at

the airports; on occasions, signals are relayed by means

of active communications satellites. The necessary stand-

ards conversion involves a field-frequency difference of

approximately 10 c/s. In order to reduce flicker modula-
tion to a tolerable level solely by using a suitable cathode-

ray tube phosphor, such a large difference in the input and
output field frequencies would demand an afterglow time-

constant of about 60 ms ; the resulting portrayal of moving
objects would be quite unacceptable. Consequently, it has

become the practice to utilize an afterglow long enough
to reduce the flicker modulation* of the output signal to

some 10 to 20 per cent10 and to remove the remainder by

a correcting modulation of either the input or output video

signal amplitude. Fig. 1 1 illustrates two ways in which

correcting modulation may be applied.

Modulation of the video signal before the display8 can

offer the advantage of providing the camera with a con-

stant exposure during each outgoing field period, and this

results in a flicker-modulation performance which is un-

affected by non-linear relationships in the signal-producing

mechanism of the camera tube. However, this is possible

only if there are one or more incoming fields during each

outgoing field. When the output field frequency is higher

than that at the input there is one occasion during each

beat period when the camera target is scanned twice be-

tween successive input fields. The one exposure, available

at the time the c.r.t. is scanned, must then be a compromise
between the requirements of the two outgoing fields that

will precede the next scanning of the display. This, natur-

ally, prohibits the complete elimination of conversion

flicker.

Correction of flicker modulation by operating upon the

camera-tube output signal can take one of two forms. In

the first,
3 a synthesized correcting signal, at beat frequency,

modulates the output signal from the camera in a manner
that opposes the flicker modulation ; the correcting signal

is derived from input and output field pulses and has a

sawtooth-like waveform. In the second form,11
'
6

-
8 a con-

stant-amplitude reference signal, usually consisting of a

narrow pulse, is added to each line of the c.r.t. input and

is displayed as a narrow stripe alongside the displayed

incoming picture. The stripe is included within the scanned

area of the camera-tube storage surface so that the camera-

tube output contains narrow pulses, due to the stripe,

which suffer similar flicker modulation to that influencing

the signal amplitude. Provided that the camera tube used

has suitable characteristics, the amplitude of the output

'stripe' pulses may be sampled in order to derive a correc-

tion signal that is applied to a variable-gain amplifier pre-

ceding the pulse sampler; this constitutes an a.g.c. feed-

back loop.

4. Possible Improvements in Standards
Converters

The impairment ofpicture quality introduced by standards

conversion could be reduced by developments in instru-

mentation. The image-transfer converter could benefit very

* Where flicker modulation is defined as
max. signal — min. signal

max. signal H-mia. signal
x10O%
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Fig. 11 — Two methods usedfor conversion between 50 cjs and 60 cjs standards

significantly from further improvements in the c.r.t. and

the camera tube. Very-fine-grain phosphor screens and
flare-reducing neutral-grey face plates are only two mea-

sures that would reduce picture impairment at the display.

In the camera tube, full discharge of the storage surface

by the scanning beam could improve the portrayal of

movement.
Some of the arguments already outlined in connection

with changing the number of lines per field suggest two

further possible means for improving the performance of

converters. The first of these consists of the 'vertical aper-

ture corrector' described by Gibson and Schroeder.12
-
13

INPUT
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Fig. 1 2(a)— A vertical aperture corrector

In this device, outlined in Fig. 12(a), the input signal is

fed to two one-line delay devices in cascade. The output

consists of a positive principal component obtained from
the junction of the two delay devices, together with two
equal negative contributions, one obtained from the cor-

rector input and the other from the output of the second

delay device. The effective aperture (the time-function re-

sponse to a very short pulse) produced by the corrector is

shown in Fig. 12(b) and its equivalent response as a func-

tion of vertical spatial frequency is shown in Fig. 12(c).

Assuming that the output from the corrector forms the

input to the standards converter, the improvement in con-

verter performance may be seen from Figs. 12(d) to 12(h).

Fig. 12(d) shows a typical line profile used in an image-

transfer converter; it is that resulting from using spot

wobble with a typical c.r.t. scanning-spot profile. The cor-

responding response is shown in Fig. 12(e). Convolving
the effective vertical aperture of the corrector with the line

profile of Fig. 12(d) is illustrated in Fig. 12(f), and the

resulting line profile is shown in Fig. 12(g). The response,

as a function of vertical spatial frequency, corresponding

to Fig. 12(g) is illustrated in Fig. 12(h) and it will be seen

that the response has been improved between d.c. and
fH/2 without affecting the response at fB .

The second possible improvement could be achieved by

means of 'conversion in pictures'. One embodiment14 of

this, as applied to image-transfer conversion, is shown in

Fig. 13. In the arrangement, the converter employs two
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Fig. \2(b)-{h) — Time functions and associated responses,

asfunctions ofverticalspatialfrequency, illustrating vertical

aperture correction

c.r.t.s displaying images that are 'registered' at the sensi-

tive surface of the camera tube. The first c.r.t. is fed and

synchronized directly from the input signal; the second

c.r.t. is driven and synchronized by input signals that

have been subject to a delay of approximately one field

period. The images of the two c.r.t. scanning spots at

the camera trace out vertically adjacent points on input

picturelines and the composite image consists of both even

and odd input fields presented simultaneously ; when even

inputiields are displayed by c.r.t. No. 1, the corresponding

odd fields are displayed by c.r.t. No. 2, and vice versa.

Spot wobble applied to both tubes need have only half the

amplitude used in aconventional image-transfer converter.

A further method1* of obtaining conversion in pictures,

which does not involve the use of two registered c.r.t.,

employs synchronous spot wobble. A single c.r.t. is used

and the amplitude of the spot wobble is adjusted to cor-

respond to half the spacing between adjacent lines of a

picture. When the spot-wobble waveform causes peak

spot deflection in one direction, the drive to the c.r.t. gun
is obtained directly from the input. When peak spot-

wobble deflection occurs in the opposite direction, the

c.r.t. drive is obtained from the input through a device

having a delay of one field period plus, or minus, half one

line period; whether the half-line delay is added or sub-

tracted depends upon whether the direct input is applied

to the c.r.t. during the upper or lower peak of the spot-

wobble waveform.

The aforementioned techniques are intended to reduce

the loss of vertical resolution normally encountered in

standards converters. In the opinion of the authors such

loss contributes very significantly to the characteristics

of image-transfer standards converters; experience has

shown that they require high-quality input pictures if the

output picture quality is to be acceptable.

5. Recent Developments and Proposals

The preceding discussion has led to some proposals for the

further development of image-transfer standards conver-

ters, and their use could result in improved picture quality,

particularly with respect to vertical resolution. However,

the image-transfer converter would then become more
complex and the problem of realizing a consistently high

standard of operation might be aggravated.

During the last ten years there has been a clearer under-

standing of the fundamental processes of standards con-

version and this, together with the availability ofnew tech-

niques and components, has led to some radically new
developments and proposals. These new ideas replace the

display-tube phosphor and camera-tube target combina-

tion by other media capable of storing video information.

Japanese engineers have developed some ingenious mag-
netic-tape standards converters;15 one machine is used for

recording at the input standard and a further machine is

used for replay at the output standard. The conversion of

field frequency is carried out by one pair ofmachines while

a later proposal for changing the number of lines in a pic-

ture involves the use of a second pair of machines of

different design.

SEMI- SILVERED
MIRROR

INPUT

DELAY OF
APPROXIMATELY
ONE INPUT FIELD

Fig. 13 — A method of obtaining conversion in pictures
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HEAD A HEAD a

Fig. 14— N.H.K. field-frequency converter using helical magnetic recorder

Notes (i) The diagram is illustrative only. In practice the tracks are inclined

to the longitudinal tape axis by about 4°.

(ii) The numbers indicate recorded input fields

Both the field-conversion recording-and-replay ma-
chines are based upon the 'single-head' helical recorder.

However, the recorder is equipped with a pair of record-

ing heads which are positioned approximately side by side

on the 'head wheel'. These heads can be simultaneously

energized to write a pair of closely-spaced tracks such as

those numbered 3A and 3B shown in Fig. 14(a). A
switching arrangement applies the input signals to record-

ing head A and recording head B in tbe following se-

quence, for a 50 c/s to 60 c/s field-frequency conversion:

field 1 to head A, field 2 to head A, field 3 to both A and

B, field 4 to head B, and field 5 to head B.

Six tracks are thus recorded during five field periods.

During the next five input fields the same sequence is

repeated.

Fig. 14(b) illustrates the replaying of the field tracks in

the field-conversion replay machine. A single broad replay

head is used, wide enough to cover about one-sixth of the

longitudinal distance travelled by the tape during five in-

coming fields. The replay head rotates at six-fifths the

speed of the recording head, but the tape travels at the

same speed as that used for recording. Thus each of the

six field tracks recorded in every tenth of a second is read,

resulting in an output at 60 c/s field frequency.

The number of lines per field is unchanged by this field-

frequency conversion and change of line standard must

be carried out by a further converter; an image-transfer

converter has been used operationally for this purpose.

However, a magnetic line-scan converter has also been

described15 which, in collaboration with the field-scan con-

verter mentioned previously, is potentially capable of con-

verting from 625 lines, 50 c/s, to 525 lines, 60 c/s. During
the replay portion ofthe field conversion process five extra

lines are added to every picture. This is carried outby using

a head-drum cylinder whose diameter is 630/625 times the

recording drum diameter, so as to scan the helical track in

less than l/60th of a second, leaving room for two and a

half lines of synthetic blanking to be added to each field

period. The signal is now passed to a recorder that uses a

multiple-head wheel to scan the tape transversely, in a

manner similar to conventional television tape recorders.

However, there are seven heads around the wheel and

these record, across the tape, 105 tracks during every pic-

ture period, each track being six picture lines in length.

In the associated replay machine the head wheel again

carries seven heads but has a diameter five-sixths of that

used for recording. Both head wheels make the same num-
ber of revolutions per second; thus five outgoing lines are

provided in the time taken to record six.

Distortion of vertical detail resulting from the omission

of every sixth line is alleviated by a process of 'line corre-

lation* or interpolation. In this process the output from

each head of the line converter is delayed by approximately

one field period and by these means video information is

made available from picture lines adjacent to the line being

reproduced; the overlapping of heads makes available, to

the interpolator, information from all recorded lines in-

cluding those which are subsequently omitted. By adding

correct proportions of the adjacent-line signals to the main
output a video signal is derived which more correctly de-

scribes that part of the picture occupied by the outgoing

line of the new standard.

Other recent developments entail the use of reactances

as the storage media for a standards converter with writ-

ing and reading effected by electronic switches. Such con-

verters are fundamentally attractive as they can offer the

possibility of storing much larger quantities of energy per

picture element. However, only a few hundred such stor-

age elements can be incorporated and such a number will

accommodate only one line of video signal. The rasters of
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the input and output standards must therefore be main-

tained in vertical synchronism; the use of this type of

converter is, in consequence, restricted to conversion

between standards that differ only in the number of lines

per field. Standards converters using this principle are

referred to as 'line-store converters' and two fundamen-
tally similar but instrumentally different designs have

been developed

.

ie
>
17 The conversion from 625 lines to 405

lines is of particular importance in the United Kingdom,
where these two standards will operate side by side for

several years, and the line-store converters have been
evolved primarily in order to perform this conversion.

Nevertheless, the principle is adaptable to conversion

between any other two field-synchronous standards,

including conversion from a lower to a higher number of

lines.

Two basic processes must be carried out by a line-store

converter. These are:

(a) The selective rejection or repetition of input infor-

mation (i.e. changing of the number of lines per

field to suit the required standard) and the redistri-

bution of the selected information on a new time

scale (i.e. the lengthening or shortening of the dura-

ation of each selected line).

{b) The derivation of modified video signals, suited to

the positions of output scanning lines, by interpolat-

ing between the signals corresponding to vertically

adjacent points on successive input lines.

The first process is performed by the 'line-store' which

in both designs consists of an array of about 600 reactive

networks. During one line period of the input standard

these networks are connected in turn, by electronic

switches, to the incoming video signal, and each is thereby

charged to a voltage representative of one of the picture

elements from the incoming scanning line. Subsequently,

a second system of electronic switches connects the array

of storage networks to the output of the converter, these

switches all being operated in turn during each line period

of the output standard. The second requirement is met by
taking weighted means of the video signals from consecu-

tive input lines so that the video signal applied to any one

outgoing line has a value obtained by interpolating be-

tween two or more input lines. This amounts to applying

the input signal to a filter whose response, as a function of

vertical spatial frequency (section 2.2), is related to the

function which determines the proportions of the contri-

butions to the weighted mean; this function is chosen so

that the response has a zero at input line-frequency.

Fig. 15 shows diagram matically one proposed design17

for converting to an output standard having fewer lines

than the input standard.

The weighted mean of successive input lines is obtained

by means of an interpolation unit incorporating a delay

of one input line period. The input and output signals of

the delay device are modulated by weighting functions

S and (1-S) respectively. The sum of these two modulated

signals is the interpolated signal applied to the store. The
store itself consists of two arrays of high-speed electronic

switches, corresponding switches from each array being
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Fig. 15 — A line-store standards converter using single stage

switching and a line-delay interpolator

connected to a storage capacitor. One array connects

each capacitor in turn to the video input; the instant at

which each switch closes is determined by clock pulses

whose frequency is such as to actuate the whole array in

one input line period. A second train of slower clock

pulses actuates the other array of switches in one output

line period, thus connecting the capacitors in turn to the

video output.

In Fig. 16 the principle of the second proposed design16

is illustrated for a simplified converter containing only

eight stores. A two-stage switch is employed in which

switches Sj to S
a
are fast-acting, while switches Sal to Sb4

are relatively slow-acting devices. In this way, the larger

number of switches can be of simpler and cheaper design

since they operate relatively slowly. In this design, the

storage is effected by an array of networks in each of

which two capacitors are joined by a series inductance.

The signals applied to the input capacitor, C„ of each of

the re-networks can be regarded as a succession of samples
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Fig. 16— Simplified diagram (assuming only eight stores)

ofa line-store .standards converter using two-stage switching

and interpolating storage networks

at the line-frequency of the incoming standard. The values

chosen for the inductance of L, and the capacitances of

C, and C2 cause the network to reject the input pulse-

repetition frequency but allow the useful information

carried by the input samples to appear at the output. These
networks thus perform the two functions of storage and
interpolation and the output voltages appearing on the

capacitors C 2 are resampled hy the second two-stage array

of switches to form video signals appropriate to the output

standard. In a practical converter of this type it has been

proposed that sixteen slow-acting switches should be

associated with each fast-acting switch.

6. Future Roles of Standards Converters

During the next decade it is possible that all European
countries will originate their domestic programme ma-
terial on the 625-line, 50 c/s, standard. However, the very

factors that may simplify the exchange of monochrome
programmes between the various countries of Europe will

at the same time create a considerable problem within the

domestic networks of those countries that are in the pro-

cess of adopting a new standard. During the necessarily

protracted transition period various factors such as fre-

quency allocations, the vast numbers of old receivers in

current use, the maximum rate at which transmitters can

be built, etc., will make it necessary to broadcast, on the

old standard, many hours each week of programmes that

have originated on 625 lines. If the resulting picture quality

is to be acceptable to those who view transmissions on the

old standard and if the operating costs are to be accept-

able to the broadcasting authorities, the standards con-

verters employed must introduce very little picture degra-

dation and have extremely high stability and reliability.

Any speculation about the future role of standards con-

version in television broadcasting must lead ultimately to

the question of colour. Fortunately there is a reasonable

hope that a common subcarrier frequency and a standard

system of chrominance modulation will be adopted

throughout Europe, thus making the exchange of colour

programmes within Europe a relatively simple matter. If

this hope materializes only two standards will be involved

when world-wide exchanges of programmes in colour are

contemplated. Colour film may bridge the gap when topi-

cality is not at stake, but the time will certainly come when
live programme exchanges in colour are required. In the

past, colour standards conversion has been carried out

using the image-transfer method, but it is unlikely that

such a converter can achieve the desired quality of per-

formance without requiring a very great deal of further

development. Alternative methods using either magnetic

or lumped network storage would involve three separate

processes, namely, field-frequency conversion, line-fre-

quency conversion, and replacement of the original chro-

minance signal with one conforming to the parameters of

the required outgoing standard. The logical sequence of

processing would be to convert the composite signal to the

new line and field standards, extract the colour-difference

signals, modulate the new subcarrier, and then reform the

composite signal. In practice, this may involve breaking

down the input signal into its luminance and chrominance

components, converting these separately, and then reform-

ing the output signal from the individual converted com-
ponents.
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A RECENT BBC TECHNICAL SUGGESTION

AN IMPROVED LOW-FREQUENCY MULTIVIBRATOR

In the well-known simple multivibrator shown in Fig. 1,

a difficulty arises at low frequencies due to the physical

size of the capacitors CI, C2. There is also a limit to the

maximum value of Rl and R2 since during the conducting

period of each transistor, these resistors must pass suffi-

cient current to keep the appropriate transistor fully con-

ducting and the loop gain above unity during the change-

over period.

In the improved circuit of Fig. 2, the base resistors Rl

and R2 are returned to taps on the collector loads. These

resistors Rl and R2 must be reduced slightly from their

previous maximum value so that Rl + R3 and R2+ R4
do not exceed this value. Now when VT1 is cut off the

base conditions for VT2 are similar to those of the pre-

vious circuit, Fig. 1. Since VT2 is now bottomed, the

potential to which R2 is returned is now much smaller

than in the original circuit, thus the current recharging

C2 is much less and for a given recurrence rate C2 may
be correspondingly reduced in value. Similarly for the

other half-cycle CI may be correspondingly smaller than

in the original circuit. The reduction in size of CI and C2
R3 R4

increases as the ratios — and — increase. This ratio is

K5 Kd
limited, however, by the need to pass sufficient current

through the base resistors Rl and R2 to enable the loop

gain to reach unity and initiate the changeover. Also if

this ratio is too great, some instability of operating fre-

quency may occur. In practice reductions of up to 20:1

for CI and C2 may be obtained.

Since the capacitors CI and C2 have been reduced in

value the rate of rise in collector potential when a transistor

cuts off will be increased. The time constant of this rise is

approximately (R3 + R5)C1 or (R4+ R6)C2 ; as this pro-

duct may be reduced by up to 20:1 a considerable im-

provement in output waveform may be obtained.

The output waveform may be further improved by using

an emitter-follower to supply the capacitors CI, C2 and

any loads, as is commonly done with the multivibrator of

Fig. 1. Any of the triggering methods normally used with

the first multivibrator may be used with the improved

multivibrator.

In the monostable multivibrator of Fig. 3, the coupling

Rl, CI may be modified similarly to that of Fig. 4 with

the same advantages as those ofthe multivibrator of Fig. 2.

In both of these circuits if the taps on the collector loads

are made variable, the frequency becomes variable. The
advantages of the improved circuit are now obtained at

the lowest frequencies whilst the maximum stability is

obtained at the highest frequency.

VT2 VTI

FigA Fig. 2

VTI VT2

Fig. 3 Fig. 4

D. E. Susans.



BBC ENGINEERING TRAINING MANUALS

The following manuals by members of the Engineering Division of the BBC have been prepared primarily for

the Corporation's operating and maintenance staff. They have been made available to a wider public so that the

specialized knowledge and experience contained in them may be open to all interested in the engineering side

of sound and television broadcasting.

Sound and Television Broadcasting : General Principles—K. R. Sturley, Ph.D., B.Sc, M.I.E.E. 45s. net, by post

46s. 4d. 378 pp.

This manual explains the basic principles ofsound and television broadcast engineering and operations.

Studio Engineering for Sound Broadcasting—General Editor: J. W. Godfrey. 25s. net, by post 26s. 208 pp.

Explains theprinciples underlying current operationalprocedures at BBC studio centres. Covers the whole range

ofequipment used and the problems arising in the studio.

Television Engineering: Principles and Practice—S. W. Amos, B.Sc.(Hons.), A.M.I.E.E., and D. C. Birkinshaw,

M.B.E., M.A., M.I.E.E.

Vol. I: Fundamentals, camera tubes, television optics, electron optics. 45s. net in U.K. only. 301 pp.

Vol. II: Video-frequency amplification. 35s. net, by post 36s. 2d. 270 pp.

Vol. Ill: Waveform generation. (Out of Print.)

Vol. IV: General circuit techniques. 35s. net, by post 36s. 2d. 277 pp.

These manuals are published by iliffe books ltd, dorset house, Stamford street, london, s.e.1. for

the British Broadcasting Corporation, and are available from the publishers or from bbc publications,

35 MARYLEBONE HIGH STREET, LONDON, W. 1

.

ENGINEERING TRAINING SUPPLEMENTS

Some Transmitter Problems ....
Harmonic Distortion and Negative Feedback in Audio-frequency Amplifiers

Some Fundamental Problems in Radio Engineering

An Introduction to Wideband Aerials

Programme Meters

Basic Principles of Television Lighting

Frequency Modulation .

No. 10 Long-wave and Medium-wave Propagation

No. 1 1 Lighting for Television Outside Broadcasts

No. 12 Transistors

No. 14 Colorimetry .

These Engineering Training Supplements are available from bbc publications, 35 marylebone high street,

LONDON, W.J.
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